Long Feud Breaks Into Open

Senate Panel Blocks All Wildlife Bills

By BILL DUCAN

The Senate Agriculture Com- mittee voted Sunday to kill consideration on all wildlife bills until the state wildlife department and legislators can agree on a new wildlife director. The committee was split on the issue, but the vote was 2-1 in favor of killing the bills. The senators were concerned about the 3 p.m. Wednesday's hearing on the bills. The district attorney's office is investigating a shooting incident involving a wireless director in the Wildlife Department.

The committee has had a history of not having a new director since the shooting incident. The senators are concerned about the lack of a new director and the lack of leadership in the department.

State Loses Grip On $2 Million Aid

U.S. Sifts Communist Peace Notes

WASHINGTON, D.C. (The Oklahoman) — The Senate committee voted Monday to approve a $2 million aid package to help re-establish the former Communist government in Uruguay.

The aid package would be used to help re-establish the government in Uruguay, which was overthrown in a military coup in 1973.

Matching Funds Not Being Used

For Sleepy Sooners

Try Daylight Losing Time

Rep. CONOLGHAN

Union Membership Split Over Firing

The Inside News

A series of incidents in the state have raised concerns about the future of union membership in Oklahoma. The state has seen a decline in union membership in recent years, with many workers choosing to join other organizations or to remain independent.

Union officials say they will continue to work with the state to address these concerns and to ensure that workers have a voice in their workplace.

State Flower Up For Grobs

Rose vs. Mistletoe!
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People need money for all sorts of reasons.

When you do, call Family.

Your Family man will understand.
Blood On A Love Letter

Brink Of Diplomatic Break Seen
China Demands Soviet Apology

Secretry Surrounds British Talks

Police Narrow Search For Michigan Killers

Fulbright Blasts Viet Involvement

Reagan Plans Draw Blast

Congresswomen Seek Rights, But Find Embarrassed Men

Millage Election Slated March 7

Road Bond Issue "News" To Barton

Wilson, Kassygin Meet

40 Below In Mid-West
Weather Disrupts Nation's Business

Price Of Pride You Might
**Dundee Near Allah In Clay’s Sight**

**By JIM HURLEY**

Clay, the 22-year-old Swede, is a little known, but highly regarded, Swedish distance runner. He has shown great promise in recent years and is expected to make a strong showing in the upcoming Olympic trials. Clay has been training intensively and is said to be in excellent condition. With his strong work ethic and dedication to the sport, Clay is a contender to make the Olympic team and could potentially make a name for himself on the international stage.

**Six Winning Goals Scored**

**Pronie Best In Clutch**

Tom Wright

Talent Down On The Farm

"If we're going to win another game in the playoffs, it's going to be on defense. We have to stop them from scoring and hold them to a low number of points. We have a good bench, and we need to use it. Our defense is key to our success. We need to make sure we're prepared for any situation and have a plan in place. We're going to need everyone on the bench, and we're going to need them ready to go. We're going to need everyone to be prepared to do whatever it takes to win. We're going to need everyone to be ready to step up and make a difference. We're going to need everyone to be ready to make a difference."
Library Official Quits, Praises New Director

Vergus May Rites Set For Wednesday

Ex-Auditor's Service Set

Hart Hopes Public Alarm Brings Reform

Medical Lab 'Goofs' Reported To Senate

Act Proposed

LBJ Slams Pistol Sales, Wiretapping

Anastasio Somoza Wins in Nicaragua

GM Claims Detective Aids Nader

Assassination Nightmare

Kennedy Aides Fought LBJ
OVER 200 FACTORY PRODUCTION RUN SAMPLE QUILTED
SOFAS OFFERS YOU $300 AND $400 SOFAS IN THE VERY
NEWEST AND FINEST FABRIC AT 1/2 PRICE OR LESS TODAY

WHAT IS A PRODUCTION RUN SAMPLE?
In almost every upholstery factory today there are very few master upholsterers. Most work is done by assembly line workers who do not make up a small part of the sofa or chair. The few master upholsterers with the designers and enginners make up a small part of the production run. They are the ones that are responsible for the final touch that makes the piece unique. In our case the production run is made up of the same materials used in the regular production run. These sofas are made up before the market and before they go into production. The new fabrics are sent from the mill long before they are available as stock. Result if you get one of these sofas you will own it
before the dealers who will carry it and chances are the fabric you get will be a far more expensive fabric than it will be featured in the catalog. All in all we think sample runs are the most exciting buys we can make. Trouble is there justaren't enough of them so hurry.

ON SALE TODAY 9 TIL 9

SPANISH LINEN PATTERNED QUILT
$159

TRADITIONAL QUILTED SATIN DAMASK
$149

TRADITIONAL DAMASK BOUCLE QUILT
$159

96" TRANSITIONAL FLORAL LINEN QUILT
$169

EVERYONE OF THESE FRAMES IS MADE BY HAND USING SELECTED HARDWOOD AND IS GUARANTEED TO BE OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY

EVERY ONE OF THESE SOFAS IS UPHOLSTERED BY HAND AND THE PATTERNS ARE HAND OUTLINE OVER FOAM

SAVE 50% ON A PAIR OF CUSTOM MADE VELVET CHAIRS WITH YOUR PURCHASE OF ANY SOFA TODAY.

SORRY!
Due to our limited supply of these chairs, we are sorry, but only one pair of these chairs can be purchased per customer until further notice. These chairs may be ordered at $1990 each and are a very good value at that.

ALL QUILTING IS SEWN WITH NYLON AND PATTERNS ARE OUTLINED OVER FOAM

SOLD OUT
ALL QUILTED LINEN

BOTH CHAIRS $179 THE PA. THE PL.

TRANSITIONAL QUILTED LINEN
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Home Furnishings